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Introduction
1
At its 101st session, the Legal Committee considered and agreed to reconstitute an
HNS Correspondence Group (LEG 101/12, paragraphs 3.6 and 3.7). The Committee also
agreed that Canada would coordinate the Correspondence Group. At its 102nd session, the
Committee agreed to extend its mandate and added three specific items to its terms of
reference. The Correspondence Group worked on these items and the Coordinator presented
a report at the Committee's 103rd session. The Committee was informed of the publication of
the brochure "The HNS Convention: Why it is Needed" and agreed to further extend the
Correspondence Group's mandate until its next session with revised terms of reference.
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The revised terms of reference for the HNS Correspondence Group are as follows
(see annex 2 of document LEG 103/14):
.1

.2

to develop three specific items:
.1

presentation on HNS Incident Scenarios (PowerPoint) for approval
by the Committee;

.2

draft resolution on implementation and entry into force of the 2010
HNS Protocol; and

.3

programme for a workshop for consideration by the Committee.

to report to the 104th session of the Legal Committee.

3
Following the previous session of the Committee, the Correspondence Group
considered all three items in its mandate above and this report includes its recommendations
to the Committee. The members of the Correspondence Group are listed in annex 1.
Presentation on HNS Incident Scenarios
4
At the 103rd session of the Committee, an outline of the proposed HNS Incident
Scenarios presentation was presented in document LEG 103/3/1 and subsequently endorsed
by the Committee. The presentation is intended to be a further resource for authorities in IMO
Member States as well as the industry and is complementary to the brochure "The HNS
Convention: Why it is Needed"
(see: http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/HNS-2010.aspx).
5
The HNS Incident Scenarios presentation provides some of the key information on
the 2010 HNS Convention, namely:
.1

what is the Convention and what it covers;

.2

what does "damage" mean within the context of the Convention;

.3

the potential impacts associated with HNS incidents;

.4

the compensation available under the Convention;

.5

the benefits of the Convention; and

.6

next steps for States and contact information for assistance on
implementation.

6
The main feature of the presentation is to present several HNS incident scenarios that
were outlined in document LEG 103/3/1. It is important to note that the scenarios have used
information from historic HNS incidents, but are not necessarily reflective of any specific
incident with regard to the claims quantum or categories of claim. Some of the data are used
for illustrative purposes only. Furthermore, the value of the Special Drawing Right referred to
in the 2010 HNS Convention has been converted into United States Dollars for ease of
reference.
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In the development of the incident scenarios, officers and experts in various
organizations (IMO, International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds (IOPC Funds), the
International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd. (ITOPF), and International Group of
Protection and Indemnity Associations (P&I Clubs)) were consulted specifically on the potential
impacts of the incident scenarios in terms of types of particular situations (how the incident
could unfold), HNS risks (impacts of a particular substance when spilled) and consequences
(impacts of the incident and resulting damage and claims). Each incident scenario lists the
types of impacts and category of claims with hypothetical estimated costs. The scenarios also
compare the amended limits of liability comparing those under the Convention on Limitation of
Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976 (LLMC 1976), as amended by the LLMC Protocol 1996 with
those under the 2010 HNS Convention for both the shipowner (first tier) and the HNS Fund
(second tier). A distinction was made for claims of death and personal injury and other claims
including clean-up and preventive measures. This comparison may be helpful as the total
available compensation is often one of the driving factors behind the consideration whether to
adopt the 2010 HNS Convention.
8

A total of four incident scenarios are included in the presentation, namely:
.1

a general cargo ship carrying sodium and other toxic and corrosive
substances suffers structural failure in bad weather;

.2

a container ship carrying explosive and toxic substances in packaged form
collides with another ship;

.3

a chemical tanker carrying flammable, explosive, toxic and corrosive
substances collides with another ship; and

.4

a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) tanker carrying a cargo of LPG suffers a
mechanical failure and drifts to shore near a populated area.

9
The HNS Correspondence Group reviewed the draft presentation and made some
modifications to clarify certain points. One was to clarify that the 2010 HNS Convention applies
to both persistent and non-persistent oils. Another was how to present the available
compensation under the Convention and specifically the graph on slide 15. The final version
of the presentation is attached in annex 2 of this document.
10
Should the Committee approve the HNS Incident Scenarios presentation, it will be
made widely available in three languages (English, French and Spanish) on the 2010 HNS
Convention's website (www.hnsconvention.org) as well as from the IMO and IOPC Funds'
websites similar to the brochure.
Draft resolution on the implementation and entry into force of the 2010 HNS Protocol
11
It is recalled that at the 103rd session of the Committee, document LEG 103/3/2
proposed the main aims and objectives of a draft resolution on the implementation and entry
into force of the 2010 HNS Protocol. The Committee agreed in principle with the draft resolution
and that it would encourage Member States to consider implementing and ratifying/acceding
to the 2010 HNS Protocol in a timely manner. It is important to note that the draft resolution
refers to the 2010 HNS Protocol as opposed to the 2010 HNS Convention as the Protocol is
the instrument that Member States would ratify or accede to. The Committee also agreed that
the draft resolution should not refer to a target entry-into-force date nor should it refer to
ratification or accession to the 2010 HNS Protocol by groups of Member States.
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The HNS Correspondence Group considered an initial draft resolution and provided
the following views, which were broadly accepted:
.1

the operative paragraphs should not refer to certain types of Member States,
namely those with significant registered tonnage or volume of contributing
cargo that would contribute to meeting the entry-into-force requirements;

.2

the first operative paragraph should urge Member States to "consider"
implementing and ratifying or acceding to the Protocol; and

.3

a reference be made to the work of the HNS Correspondence Group as well
as the resolving of the delegation of insurance certificates as examples of
work that contributed to facilitate the implementation of the Protocol.

On this last point, some members of the Correspondence Group requested that the relevant
paragraph be kept in square brackets given that the Committee will be considering a separate
resolution put forward by the Coordinator (France) of the Correspondence Group on the
delegation of authority to issue insurance certificates under the 1992 Civil Liability Convention
and the 2010 HNS Convention (see document LEG 104/6).
13
One member of the Correspondence Group expressed concerns with the fifth
paragraph that recognizes the importance of States to coordinate their implementation, if
possible as well as with the first operative paragraph which should not refer to a time frame.
Other members of the Correspondence Group, however, felt that it was important to maintain
a reference to the coordination of the implementation of the 2010 HNS Protocol and that was
inevitable given its economic and practical implications. It was also felt that the first operative
paragraph should refer to consideration of the implementation and ratification or accession to
the Protocol be done "in a timely manner" as this does not impose any specific time frame.
14
The Committee is invited to consider and approve the draft resolution in annex 3 of
this document and decide in particular on those paragraphs with square brackets, including on
whether it should be adopted by the Committee or by the Assembly.
Programme for a workshop
15
At its 103rd session, the Committee considered a proposal by the
HNS Correspondence Group that it develop a draft programme for a potential workshop on
the 2010 HNS Convention for consideration by the Committee. This workshop would be one
in a series of past workshops held by IMO, the IOPC Funds and Member States to facilitate
the implementation and entry into force of the Convention. The Correspondence Group was
reminded of the most recent such workshops, whose results were reported to the Committee,
namely the one sponsored by the Government of Italy in Rome in October 2014 (document
LEG 102/3/2) and the one sponsored by the Government of Canada in Montréal in March 2016
(document LEG 103/3/3).
16
The Correspondence Group considered the following issues related to a possible
workshop: content, length, timing, and possible speakers/presenters.
17
With regards to the issues of content, it was generally agreed that although the
workshop needed to provide the necessary background information in order to set the right
context, its main objective should be to focus on practical issues raised by States implementing
the 2010 HNS Convention. These issues are mainly linked to the reporting of contributing cargo
that need to be in place prior to a State being able to ratify or accede to the Convention. There
was also a general consensus that there be time allocated in the programme for discussions
on HNS incidents and risks. Specifically, it was agreed that there be information provided by
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shipping industry experts and from those involved in responding to HNS incidents and the
resulting claims from an actual case (i.e. from a P&I Club). Thus, the draft programme for the
potential workshop has been structured in such a way that it would allow for this relevant
information to be provided to participants and to maximize interaction. The draft programme is
included in annex 4 of this document.
18
The Correspondence Group also considered the issues of the length and timing of
the potential workshop. These two issues are connected as the timing of the workshop would
likely determine its length. There was a general agreement that holding this workshop in
conjunction with a relevant international meeting, such as the Legal Committee or the
IOPC Funds, would maximize participation from interested States and industry
representatives. There was also a general agreement that the length of the workshop be one
day. Several members of the Correspondence Group expressed their wish to see the
workshop take place in 2017, however, it was doubtful that this could be done the same week
as the IOPC Funds meeting the week of 23 October 2017 given the need to reserve all five
days for the business of the Funds. Should the workshop take place in 2017, one option would
be to hold the workshop the week prior or following the IOPC Funds October meetings in
London. Another option would be to hold it at a separate time and it be hosted by a State or
IMO in cooperation with the IOPC Funds, in which case it could be two days in length.
Alternatively, the workshop could take place in 2018 prior or after the 105th session of the
Committee or the spring session of the IOPC Funds depending whether or not those
two sessions are held during the same week again in 2018.
Conclusions
19
The HNS Correspondence Group, re-established at the 101st session of the
Committee, has been a valuable and timely forum for Member States and industry
representatives to work towards the ultimate goal of bringing the 2010 HNS Convention into
force. The contributions by its members have allowed the Correspondence Group to
demonstrate tangible and useful results, particularly with the publication of the brochure, the
finalization of the presentation, draft resolution and workshop programme.
The Correspondence Group has completed all work items in its mandate and it is
recommended that the Committee close the Correspondence Group at this time unless the
Committee requires it to further develop any specific item, then its mandate could be extended
until the Committee's next session. The Coordinator of the Correspondence Group wishes to
thank all of its members as well as the assistance of the IMO Legal Affairs and External
Relations Division and the IOPC Funds Secretariat.
Action requested of the Committee
20

The Committee is invited to:
.1

take note of the information contained in this document;

.2

consider and approve the draft HNS Incident Scenarios presentation in
annex 2;

.3

consider and approve the draft resolution on the implementation and entry
into force of the 2010 HNS Protocol in annex 3;

.4

consider and approve the draft programme for a workshop on the 2010 HNS
Convention in annex 4 and decide on its timing and length; and

.5

decide whether or not to extend the mandate of the Correspondence Group
to work intersessionally and to report at its next session.
***
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ANNEX 1
List of participants in the HNS Convention Correspondence Group

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Cyprus
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Grenada
India
Iran (Islamic Republic of)
Israel
Italy
Japan

Kenya
Latvia
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Malta
Marshall Islands
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Qatar
Republic of Korea
Singapore
Spain
Sweden
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States

Associate Member:
Faroe Islands
Intergovernmental organizations (IGO):
European Commission (EC)
International Oil Pollution Compensation Funds (IOPC Funds)
Non-governmental organizations (NGO):
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS)
BIMCO
International Group of Protection and Indemnity Associations (P&I Clubs)
The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Ltd. (ITOPF)
Iberoamerican Institute of Maritime Law (IIDM)
World LP Gas Association (WLPGA)

***
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ANNEX 2
DRAFT HNS INCIDENT SCENARIOS PRESENTATION
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HNS INCIDENT SCENARIOS

Presented by:

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:

•

•

2

The scenarios provided have used information from historic HNS incidents, but are not
necessarily reflective of any specific incident either with regard to the claims quantum or
categories of claim. Some of this data is used for illustrative purposes only.

The HNS Convention refers to Special Drawing Rights (SDR) for calculating liability and
compensation limits
• SDR is the unit of account of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
• SDR figures have been converted to US$ at the rate of SDR1 = US$1.34

INTRODUCTION
HNS Convention fills a gap in the regime of maritime liability and compensation

3

What it is:

•

What it covers:

•

Liability and compensation regime for
damage arising from the international or
domestic carriage of bulk and packaged
HNS by sea
Over 2000 types of chemicals, oils, acids,
fertilizers, alcohols, LNG, and LPG
carried by sea-going ships to/from/within
a State Party

WHAT IS COVERED BY THE HNS CONVENTION?
“DAMAGE” MEANS:

Loss of life or personal injury

Loss of or damage to property; economic losses

Costs of clean up and preventive measures

Reasonable measures of reinstatement of the environment

4

WHAT IS COVERED BY THE HNS CONVENTION?
SCOPE OF COVER

•
•
•
•
•
•
5

Damage caused by HNS in connection with their
transport by sea
Either bulk or in packages/containers
Applies to damage caused by HNS in the territory,
including the territorial sea and EEZ of a State Party
Applies to loss of life and personal injury claims onboard
and outside the ship, including from the carriage of all
types of oil (e.g. from a fire or explosion)
Applies to damage (other than pollution) caused outside
territory and territorial sea of any State if caused by HNS
carried on board a ship registered in a State Party
Applies to preventive measures, wherever taken

IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH HNS INCIDENTS

Environmental impact (air, land and sea)

Economic losses
Fishing, ports, tourism

Death and
personal injury

Clean-up and
preventive
measures

Clean up
costs

Death and
personal injury

6

SCENARIO 1: GENERAL CARGO VESSEL
SHIP (20,000 G.T.) CARRYING SODIUM AND OTHER TOXIC AND CORROSIVE
SUBSTANCES SUFFERS STRUCTURAL FAILURE IN BAD WEATHER
SITUATION

•
•

•

•

7

HNS RISKS

CONSEQUENCES

Ship is in territorial waters

Sodium

•

Hull cracks, substances leak
into water, packages lost
overboard

Appearance:
Silvery metal (solid)
Behaviour:
Burns violently in contact
with water
Main risks:
Dangerous when wet,
highly flammable

Sodium ignites on contact with
water causing fire on board
the ship and further
explosions due to other
flammable substances

Other toxic and corrosive
substances present threat to
fisheries

•

•
•

23 crew members died
during the fire
3 responders intoxicated
during operations
Evacuation of nearby
population (15,000 people)
Fishing and harvesting ban
in place for three weeks as
precaution

SCENARIO 1: GENERAL CARGO VESSEL
IMPACT / CLAIMS
Type

Description

Costs (est.)

TOTAL
Crew killed
by fire on
board

Health impact
on response
personnel

Toxic impact
on
aquaculture

Fishing ban

Evacuation
costs

Response
costs

US$ 5 million

US$ 100,000

US$ 8 million

US$ 15 million

US$ 3 million

US$ 30 million

US$ 61.1
million

LIMITS
CLAIMS

DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY

OTHER CLAIMS
(including clean-up and preventive measures)

8

LLMC LIMIT
SDR 24.76 million
US$ 33.17 million

SDR 12.38 million
US$ 16.58 million

HNS LIMIT
SHIPOWNER

SDR 37 million
US$ 49.58 million

HNS LIMIT
HNS FUND

SDR 250 million
US$ 335 million
(incl. shipowner limit)

SCENARIO 2: CONTAINER SHIP
COLLISION BETWEEN A CONTAINER SHIP (33,113 G.T.) CARRYING EXPLOSIVE AND
TOXIC SUBSTANCES IN PACKAGED FORM, AND ANOTHER SHIP
SITUATION

HNS RISKS

•
•

Aluminium
phosphide

•
•

9

Ships are in territorial waters
Collision causes the
container ship to ground just
outside port

200 containers lost at sea,
including 50 with dangerous
goods
Substances in some
containers vaporized
releasing toxic gases and
fumes

Appearance:
Yellow solid
Behaviour:
Reacts with water to give
flammable and poisonous
gas phosphine
Main risks:
dangerous when wet,
poisonous

CONSEQUENCES

•
•

•
•

2 responders injured while
dealing with dangerous goods
Extensive operations to
remove wreck and containers
Economic impacts with port
closed for 4 days
Environmental impacts on
mangroves

SCENARIO 2: CONTAINER SHIP
IMPACTS/CLAIMS
TYPE

TOTAL

Description

Personal injury
for response
personnel

Wreck removal
(ship &
containers)

Recovery of
dangerous
goods on
coastline

Impacts on
port operations

Measures to
minimize
environmental
impact

Costs (est.)

US$ 200,000

US$ 73 million*

US$ 2 million

US$ 3.05
million

US$ 3 million

LIMITS

* These costs could in part or in full be covered under the Nairobi Wreck Removal Convention

CLAIMS

DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY
OTHER CLAIMS
(including clean-up and preventative measures)
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US$ 81.25
million

LLMC LIMIT
SDR 39.7 million
US$ 53.2 million
SDR 19.8 million
US$ 26.5 million

HNS LIMIT
SHIPOWNER

SDR 56.7 million
US$ 76 million

HNS LIMIT
HNS FUND

SDR 250 million
US$ 335 million
(incl. shipowner limit)

SCENARIO 3: CHEMICAL TANKER
CHEMICAL TANKER (1,597 G.T.) CARRYING FLAMMABLE, EXPLOSIVE, TOXIC AND
CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES IN BULK, COLLIDES WITH ANOTHER SHIP IN BAD WEATHER
SITUATION

HNS RISKS

CONSEQUENCES

•

Acrylonitrile

•
•

•
•
•

11

Severely damaged by collision,
sank in the EEZ following a fire
on board
Cargo of 547 tons of
acrylonitrile and 500 tons of
dodecyl benzene
Acrylonitrile is a very
dangerous chemical
Burning materials released
fumes of hydrogen cyanide and
oxides of nitrogen. Substances
classified as a carcinogen

Appearance:
colourless, volatile liquid,
pungent, onion-like odour
Behaviour:
Highly flammable, toxic at
low doses and undergoes
explosive polymerization
Main risks:
Marine pollutant and very
dangerous to human and
environment

•
•

•

2 crew members died in fire
Exclusion zone (10 km radius,
300m height)
Recovery of the acrylonitrile
using large floating crane.
Continuous monitoring of air
and water concentration of
acrylonitrile
More than 2 months to lift the
wreck elements and half of
HNS cargo due to bad
weather

SCENARIO 3: CHEMICAL TANKER
IMPACTS/CLAIMS
TYPE
Description

Costs (est.)

TOTAL
Personal injury

Removal of
cargo, survey
etc.

Clean-up,
discharge,
storage

Preventive
measures, air
surveillance

$ 2.14 million

$ 4.34 million

$ 4.10 million

$ 1.80 million

$ 12.4 million

LIMITS
CLAIMS

DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY
OTHER CLAIMS
(including clean-up and preventative measures)

12

LLMC LIMIT
SDR 3.02 million
US$ 4.04 million
SDR 1.51 million
US$ 2.02 million

HNS LIMIT
SHIPOWNER

SDR 10 million
US$ 13.4 million

HNS LIMIT
HNS FUND

SDR 250 million
US$ 335 million
(incl. shipowner limit)

SCENARIO 4: LPG TANKER
LPG TANKER (12,240 G.T.) CARRYING CARGO OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM SUFFERS A
MECHANICAL FAILURE AND DRIFTS TO SHORE NEAR POPULATED AREA
HNS RISKS

CONSEQUENCES

Ship disabled and majority of
crew rescued

Liquefied
Petroleum Gas

•
•

Ship drifting towards a
populated coastal area

Appearance:
Gas. Transported as liquid
under pressure

•

SITUATION

•
•
•

•

13

Potential boiling liquid
expanding vapour explosion
(BLEVE)
Attempts to restart engines
and tow ship unsuccessful
and ship runs aground

Behaviour:
Evaporator
Main risks:
Highly flammable

Preventive measures taken
Salvage operations
undertaken
Exclusion zone set up as
precaution - Evacuation of
nearby population

SCENARIO 4: LPG TANKER
IMPACTS/CLAIMS
Type

TOTAL

Description

Preventive
measures

Salvage
operations

Exclusion zone /
economic losses

Costs (est.)

US$ 152,000

US$ 285,000

US$ 943,000

US$ 1,380,000

LIMITS
CLAIMS

14

LLMC LIMIT

DEATH AND PERSONAL INJURY

SDR 15.4 million
US$ 20.6 million

OTHER CLAIMS
(including clean-up and preventative measures)

SDR 7.7 million
US$ 10.3 million

HNS LIMIT
SHIPOWNER

HNS LIMIT
HNS FUND

SDR 18.9 million
US$ 25.3 million

SDR 250 million
US$ 335 million
(incl. shipowner limit)

COMPENSATION AVAILABLE UNDER THE CONVENTION
Maximum: SDR250 million

HNS Fund

•
•

•
Shipowners •

15

When shipowner’s liability insufficient, HNS Receivers
• Report quantities of bulk HNS
unable to meet obligations or is
received in States Parties
exonerated
• Pay contributions to HNS Fund
Four independent accounts:
based on need for compensation
• General, Oil, LNG and LPG

Strictly liable up to a maximum limit based on ship tonnage
Compulsory insurance

BENEFITS OF THE HNS CONVENTION

•
•
•

•

16

The HNS Convention establishes that the polluter pays by ensuring that the shipping and HNS
industries provide compensation for those who have suffered loss or damage resulting from an
HNS incident
It is an international regime based on a well tested system of international conventions for
compensation for oil spills from tankers
It provides a framework for States adopting the HNS Convention and it is directly administered by
those States that are members of the regime
The HNS Convention benefits all States Parties (producing, receiving and coastal States)
through a system of strict liability and clear claims criteria

17
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DRAFT – [LEGAL COMMITTEE] [ASSEMBLY] RESOLUTION ON THE
IMPLEMENTATION AND ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE 2010 HAZARDOUS AND
NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES PROTOCOL
THE [LEGAL COMMITTEE] [ASSEMBLY],
NOTING with concern that the Protocol of 2010 to the International Convention on Liability and
Compensation for Damage in Connection with the Carriage of Hazardous and Noxious
Substances by Sea, 1996 (2010 HNS Protocol) has not yet entered into force,
RECOGNIZING the dangers posed by the worldwide carriage by sea of hazardous and
noxious substances (HNS) and the need to ensure that adequate, prompt and effective
compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused by incidents in connection
with such carriage,
BEING AWARE that the transport of HNS by sea facilitates global trade; however, HNS
incidents may happen where consequences can be significant and costly to individuals as well
as to coastal States,
CONSIDERING that the entry into force of the 2010 HNS Protocol would result in filling a
critical gap in the global regulatory framework of liability and compensation and that eight
States are already signatories to the 2010 HNS Protocol but that at [… April 2017], no State
has yet become party to it,
RECOGNIZING the importance for States to coordinate if possible their implementation,
CONSCIOUS that the ultimate effectiveness and application of any instrument depends, inter
alia, upon the support of all States:
(a)

to become a Party to the instrument,

(b)

to promote widespread ratification,

(c)

to implement it fully and effectively and ensure compliance,

[ALSO WELCOMES the work of the HNS Correspondence Group to facilitate the 2010 HNS
Protocol's implementation as well as adoption by the Legal Committee of the resolution on the
delegation of authority to issue insurance certificates required under the 1992 Civil Liability
Convention and 2010 HNS Convention as important elements in resolving outstanding issues
of implementation,]
1.
CALLS ON States to consider ratifying, or acceding to, the 2010 HNS Protocol and
implement it in a timely manner;
2.
URGES all States to work together towards the implementation and entry into force
of the 2010 HNS Protocol by sharing best practices, and in resolving any practical difficulties
in setting up the new regime; [and]
3.
ENCOURAGES States to work with industry to assist in the implementation process
by using the tools that are made available on identifying receivers, contributing cargo and other
relevant information[; and][.]
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4.
[RECOMMENDS that the Legal Committee specifically address the progress made
and practical issues encountered in facilitating the acceptance and implementation of the
HNS Protocol when reporting to the Assembly.]

***
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ANNEX 4
DRAFT PROGRAMME FOR A WORKSHOP ON THE 2010 HNS CONVENTION
Session 1 – An Introduction to the HNS Convention




A brief history of the HNS Convention
An overview of its main features, including its two tiers of compensation
A comparison of the HNS Convention to other regimes
Potential Speakers: IMO and IOPC Funds

Session 2 – HNS Incidents: Risks and Claims




The risks posed by shipping HNS
Types of losses and damage that could result from an HNS incident
Experience of an actual HNS incidents (P&I Clubs)
Potential Speakers: Shipping industry expert, ITOPF and P&I Clubs

Session 3 – The HNS Reporting System




Reporting requirements in the HNS Convention
The HNS Finder – how best to use it
The Guidelines on Reporting HNS

Potential Speakers: IOPC Funds
Session 4 – Panel of States that have implemented the HNS Convention





How to best approach consultations with stakeholders
Developing national legislation and reporting regulations
Key points for decision-makers
Creating a reporting system and the actual collection of reports

Potential Panellists: States that are collecting reports such as Canada, Denmark and
Norway
Session 5 – Interactive Session on Implementation of the HNS Convention


A more hands-on session where participants and others can share experiences,
best practices and pose questions on practical issues they are facing in the
implementation of the HNS Convention

___________
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